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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK WITH SEDIMENT TRAP

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention is an apparatus for the capture of sediment in water entering

a manhole for an underground storage tank. The invention also is an apparatus

providing secondary containment for spills of liquid from within a sump of an

underground storage tank.

Description of the Related Art

The problem addressed by the Invention is the flooding of electrical pumps

and other subterranean systems serving underground storage tanks due t o the

blinding of underground water drainage systems by sediment and debris.

Underground storage tanks ("USTs") are tanks designed to contain liquids

such as petroleum products and are buried below the surface of the ground. A

typical UST used in a gasoline filling station may contain 2,000 gallons or more of

fuel. In a typical UST installation, the top of the tank is located thirty inches or

more below a concrete driving surface. The UST is surrounded by sand, gravel or

crushed stone, which provides even support t o the tank and acts as a drainage

medium t o allow water t o drain away from the area of the tank. As used in this

application, the term 'drainage medium' includes crushed stone, sand, gravel and

any equivalent material.

A manway communicates between the surface of the ground and a tank

sump at the top of the UST. The tank sump generally is cylindrical in shape and is



attached to the top of the tank. A typical tank sump is defined by an open-top,

cylindrical perimeter wall that forms a water-tight and liquid-tight connection with

the top of the UST. The interior of the tank sump provides access t o the tank for

adding or removing liquid from the tank, t o allow makeup air t o enter the tank, or

for other access t o the interior of the tank. The tank sump may include an

electrically operated pump, associated piping and sensors. The pump and piping

are configured to withdraw liquid from the bottom of the tank and t o discharge

the liquid through piping to liquid dispensers. A single UST may incorporate more

than one tank sump and be served by more than one manway.

The tank sump perimeter wall serves t o contain liquid, such as a petroleum

product, that may be spilled or that may leak from the systems serving the UST

and that are located within the tank sump. Prevention of release of the liquid into

the environment is important for environmental protection and for regulatory

compliance. If the liquid escapes from the tank sump, as by overflowing the tank

sump perimeter wall, the liquid is released into the environment, causing

environmental damage and causing the owner of the UST to incur remediation

costs.

A circular manhole skirt having a diameter greater than the tank sump

defines a manhole, which is the entrance to the manway. A manhole cover is

supported by the manhole skirt and covers the manway. The top of the manhole

skirt and manhole cover generally are located at grade so that the manhole skirt

and manhole cover do not present obstacles to travel; for example, so that the

manhole skirt and cover do not prevent movement of vehicles on pavement

located above the UST. As used in this application the term 'grade' means the



elevation of the surface of the ground, concrete driving surface or other material

below which the underground storage tank is buried.

The tank sump and lower portion of the manhole skirt are annularly arrayed,

with the outer diameter of the tank sump perimeter wall being less than the inner

diameter of the manhole skirt side wall. The area between the manhole skirt side

wall and the tank sump perimeter wall defines an annular space communicating

between the manway and the drainage medium surrounding the UST.

In a typical prior art UST installation, water from surface runoff can and

does enter the manhole past the manhole cover. The source of the water may be

rain, snow, or any other source of water. The water enters the manway at the

periphery of the manhole skirt and runs down the manhole skirt side wall. The

water encounters the crushed stone surrounding the tank when the water reaches

the bottom of the manway. The water drains through the drainage medium and

away from the tank.

When surface runoff enters the manway, the water carries with it entrained

sediment and debris. When the water flows through the drainage medium, the

sediment and debris are left behind in the drainage medium. Over a period of

years, the sediment and debris accumulate in the drainage medium, filling the

spaces between the individual stones and preventing water from draining through

the drainage medium. Over time, the drainage medium becomes blinded by the

sediment and debris and ceases t o function. The failure of this drainage system

allows the tank sump t o flood, damaging tank systems such as electrical pumps,

sensors, valves, piping or related systems.



Brief Description of the Invention

The invention is a sediment trap system used in conjunction with an

underground storage tank. A generally torroidal (donut-shaped) sediment trap has

a trap inside wall, a trap outside wall and a trap bottom. The sediment trap

defines a water-tight trap interior volume. The top of the sediment trap is open.

The trap inside wall is located within a manway serving the underground storage

tank and between the tank sump perimeter wall and the manhole skirt side wall.

The trap inside wall and the tank sump perimeter wall are in spaced-apart

relation, which may be annular. A annular space is defined by the trap inside wall

and the sump perimeter wall. A drainage medium, as defined above, is disposed

within the annular space and is in fluid communication with the drainage medium

surrounding the underground storage tank. The voids between the individual

pieces of the drainage medium allow water to flow readily through the drainage

medium and away from the underground storage tank.

The shape of the annular space defined by the spaced-apart relation

between the sump perimeter wall and the trap inside wall depends upon the

horizontal cross-sectional shapes of the tank sump and the sediment trap inside

wall. Where the sump and trap inside wall are circular in horizontal cross section,

the annular space will be a circular annular space. Where the sump perimeter wall

and trap inside wall are rectangular in horizontal cross section, the annular space

will be a rectangular angular space. As used in this application, the term 'annular'

means 'ring shaped, ' regardless of whether the ring shape is circular, rectangular,

or any other shape.



In a first embodiment, the sediment trap and the manhole skirt side wall are

formed separately. The inside diameter of the outer wall of the sediment trap of

95 the first embodiment is greater than the outside diameter of the manhole skirt

side wall, and the lower portion of the manhole skirt side wall is disposed within

the trap interior volume. In a second embodiment, the sediment trap and the

manhole skirt side wall are unitary and the manhole skirt side wall defines the

outer wall of the sediment trap.

ioo In operation, water entering the manway from the surface flows past the

manhole cover, down the interior of the manhole skirt side wall and through the

open top of the sediment trap into the interior volume of sediment trap. The

sediment trap is water-tight and the water is retained within the sediment trap.

The velocity of the water slows, allowing sediment to settle from the water. The

105 settled sediment is deposited on the bottom of the interior volume of the sediment

trap. When sufficient water flows into the sediment trap to fill the interior

volume, the water, now substantially cleaned of sediment, overflows the inner

wall of the sediment trap and into the annular space between the inside wall of

the sediment trap and the perimeter wall of the tank sump. The water flows

n o through the drainage medium within the annular space and is drained away from

the tank through the drainage medium.

An operator maintains the sediment trap and water drainage system by

removing accumulated sediment from the bottom of the interior volume of the

trap. Because the sediment and debris in the water entering the drainage medium

115 is substantially reduced, blinding of the drainage medium by sediment and debris

is slowed and the life of the drainage medium is extended. Because the top of the



trap interior volume is open and due to the shape of the sediment trap, the

sediment may be readily removed by the operator, as by use of a familiar shop

vacuum cleaner.

120 The useful life of the drainage medium may be extended further by

providing one or more trap drainage pipes. A first end of the trap drainage pipe is

in fluid communication with the interior volume of the sediment trap at an

elevation higher than the bottom of the sediment trap. Water entering the

interior volume of the sediment trap slows and is stored temporarily in the

125 sediment trap, allowing the sediment to settle from the water and t o collect in the

bottom of the trap interior volume. When the level of water in the sediment trap

reaches the elevation of the bottom inside surface of the trap drainage pipe, the

water flows from the sediment trap through the trap drainage pipe.

The trap drainage pipe may be perforated and may extend into the drainage

130 medium surrounding the tank. For a perforated trap drainage pipe, the water

exits from the perforations in the trap drainage pipe and into the drainage

medium. Should the drainage medium along a portion of the perforated pipe

become locally blinded by sediment, the water will flow to other perforations

along the length of the trap drainage pipe. Should the drainage medium along the

135 entire length of the trap drainage pipe become blinded, the water will accumulate

in the sediment trap and will overflow the trap inside wall and flow into the

annular space between the sediment trap inside wall and the tank sump perimeter

wall, encountering the drainage medium in the annular space and draining away

from the tank through the drainage medium.



140 Multiple perforated trap drainage pipes may be used to carry away the

water from the sediment trap, provided the bottom of each pipe is above the

elevation of the bottom of the sediment trap. While the trap or annular space

drainage pipes may be perforated and drain to the drainage medium surrounding

the UST as described above, those drainage pipes may be un-perforated and may

145 convey water to any other suitable location, such as an oil-water separator, a

sediment basin, a lateral field, a holding tank, or a water treatment plant.

The bottom of the annular space between the trap inside wall and the tank

sump perimeter wall may be sealed. If the bottom of the annular space is sealed,

the annular space interior volume is water and liquid-tight. The annular space

150 interior volume then defines a second sediment trap and also defines a secondary

containment for liquid, such as a petroleum product, that may be released from

the tank sump. For example, a leak or spill of a petroleum product within the tank

sump may fill the tank sump and overtop the sump perimeter wall and the

petroleum product then would flow into the secondary containment. The

155 secondary containment defined by the liquid-tight annular space interior volume

prevents liquid that escapes from the tank sump from being released into the

environment, preventing contamination and preventing the owner of the tank from

incurring the costs of remediation of the environmental contamination.

The second sediment trap and secondary containment may be drained by an

160 annular space drainage pipe in fluid communication with the annular space interior

volume at an elevation above the bottom of the annular space. Sealing the bottom

of the annular space and locating the annular space drainage pipe above the

elevation of the bottom of the annular space allows the second sediment trap to



store water and allows additional sediment to settle from the water. Locating the

165 annular space drainage pipe above the elevation of the sealed bottom of the

annular space also allows the annular space interior volume to store petroleum or

other liquid that escapes from the tank sump, providing the secondary

containment for the tank sump.

In the embodiment featuring a sealed annular space bottom, the annular

170 space drainage pipe is not perforated and drains to an oil/water separator, which

serves t o collect both the water entering the annular space interior volume from

the tank sump and the liquid water entering the annular space interior volume

from the sediment trap.

Brief Description of the Drawings

175 Fig. 1 is a cross section of a prior art underground storage tank system.

Fig. 2 is a detail cross section of a first embodiment of the underground storage

tank system of the Invention showing the relation between the sediment trap and

the manhole skirt, tank sump and manhole cover.

Fig. 3. is a detail of Fig. 2 and is a cross section of a portion of the first

180 embodiment showing the relation between the sediment trap, manhole skirt, tank

sump and drainage medium.

Fig. 4. is a detail cross section of a portion of a second embodiment showing the

relation between the first and second sediment traps.

Fig. 5 is a detail cross section of a portion of a third embodiment showing a unitary

185 manhole skirt and sediment trap.



Fig. 6 is a detail cross section showing the relation between the sediment trap and

a trap drainage pipe.

Fig. 7 is a detail cross section showing the relation between the second sediment

trap and the annular space drainage pipe.

190 Fig. 8 is a horizontal cross section through the sediment trap, annular space and

tank sump of Fig. 5.

Description of an Embodiment

The Invention is an apparatus and method for preventing failure of an

underground storage tank drainage system due to blinding of the drainage system

195 by sediment. The Invention is also an apparatus and method for providing

secondary containment for liquid released within a tank sump.

Fig. 1 illustrates a prior art underground storage tank system 2. An

underground storage tank 4 is buried beneath the surface 12 of the ground. The

underground storage tank 4 is surrounded in whole or in part by a drainage medium

200 14, as defined above. The drainage medium 14 serves t o drain water away from

the tank 4. A tank sump 8 is defined by sump perimeter wall 10, which is attached

to a top side 6 of tank 4. Sump perimeter wall 10 forms a water and liquid-tight

seal with top 6 of tank 4. Tank sump 8 contains tank 4 systems for access t o the

interior of the tank 4, such as a pump, vents, fill tubes, or other tank 4 systems or

205 penetrations. Access t o tank sump 8 is through a manway 24 from the surface 12.

A manhole skirt 16 has a top side 18 that supports a manhole cover 26. The

manhole cover 26 covers the manhole opening 20 and manway 24. A manhole skirt

side wall 22 defines the manway 24 and prevents collapse of drainage medium 14



and earth into manway 24. Water entering the manway 24 past the manhole cover

26 enters the drainage medium 14 at the bottom of the manhole skirt side wall 22

and drains away from the underground storage tank 4. The drainage medium 14 at

the bottom of the manhole skirt side wall 22 can and does become blinded by

sediment entrained in the water entering the manway 24 through the manhole 20.

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate a first embodiment of the Invention. Fig. 3 is a

detail of Fig. 2. From Figs. 2 and 3, sediment trap 28 is generally torroidal; that

is, shaped like a donut. The sediment trap 28 has a trap outside wall 30, a trap

inside wall 32 and a trap bottom 34. Trap open top 36 is open, allowing water and

sediment to enter the sediment trap 28. The trap outside wall 30, trap inside wall

32 and trap bottom 34 are water-tight and define trap interior volume 38. The

sediment trap 28 and the manhole skirt side wall 22 are formed separately and the

inside diameter of the outside wall 30 of the sediment trap 28 is greater than the

outside diameter of the manhole skirt side wall 22. The bottom portion 74 of the

manhole skirt side wall 22 is disposed within the trap interior volume 38.

Water entering the manway 24 flows down the manhole skirt side wall 22

and enters the trap interior volume 38 through the trap open top 36 and is

retained in the water-tight trap interior volume 38. When the water enters the

trap 28, the velocity of the water slows and sediment 40 entrained in the water

settles from the water and is deposited on the trap bottom 34. Removing

sediment 40 from the trap bottom 34 is an item of regular maintenance for the

underground storage tank system 2. Removing sediment 40 from the trap bottom

34 may be readily accomplished through use of a familiar shop vacuum.



The sump perimeter wall 10, the sediment trap 28 and skirt side wall 22 are

generally circular in horizontal cross section and are arrayed annularly. The trap

inside wall 32 and the sump perimeter wall 10 are in an annular spaced-apart

235 relation and define an annular space 42 between the trap inside wall 32 and the

sump perimeter wall 10. The annular space 42 has an annular space open top 44

and defines an annular space interior volume 46. In the first embodiment

illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3, the annular space 42 features an opening 48

communicating between the annular space interior volume and the drainage

240 medium 14 that surrounds the underground storage tank 4.

If water accumulating in the trap interior volume 38 fills the trap interior

volume, the water will overtop the trap inside wall 32 and will flow into the

annular space interior volume 46. The water will enter the drainage medium 14

through the opening 48 and will drain away from tank 4. The amount of sediment

245 40 entrained in the water is reduced, extending the life of drainage medium 14.

Fig. 4 illustrates a second embodiment of the Invention. In this second

embodiment, annular space interior volume 46 has a bottom side 72. Bottom side

72 in combination with trap inside wall 32 and sump perimeter wall 10 are water

tight and together define a second sediment trap 50. Second sediment trap 50

250 lacks opening 48 and prevents water entering the annular space interior volume

from entering drainage medium 14 through the bottom 72 of the annular space

interior volume 46.

In the second embodiment illustrated by Fig. 4, water overtopping trap

inside wall 32 flows into annular space interior volume 46. The water is retained



255 within annular space interior volume 46. The water slows, and sediment 40

entrained in the water settles on bottom 72 of annular space interior volume 46.

Removal of water and accumulated sediment 40 is an item of regular maintenance

for the second embodiment illustrated by Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 illustrates an additional embodiment of the Invention. As shown by

260 Fig. 5, the trap outside wall 30 may be defined by the manhole skirt side wall 22,

so that the sediment trap 28 and the skirt side wall 22 are formed as a single unit.

The sediment trap of the embodiment of Fig. 5 in all other respects operates in

the same manner as the sediment trap 28 illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 6 illustrates an apparatus to further extending the life of the drainage

265 system of an underground storage tank 4. A trap drainage pipe 52 penetrates the

trap outside wall 30. A first end 54 of the trap drainage pipe 52 intersects the trap

interior volume 38. The trap drainage pipe 52 has a bottom inside surface 56 at

the first end 54. The elevation of the bottom inside surface 56 of the trap

drainage pipe 52 is greater than the elevation of the trap bottom 34 and is less

270 than the elevation of the top of the trap inside wall. The trap drainage pipe 52

therefore will not drain all of the water from the sediment trap 28.

In operation of the apparatus of Fig. 6, the sediment trap 28 will receive

water entering the manway 24 and sediment 40 will collect on the trap bottom 34.

Water accumulating in the sediment trap interior volume 38 will rise until the

275 water encounters the bottom inside surface 56 of the trap drainage pipe 52. The

water will enter the trap drainage pipe 52, which is sloped t o drain the water away

from the manway 24.



The trap drainage pipe 52may direct the water to any suitable location,

such as an oil-water separator, a lateral drainage field, a pond, a waste treatment

280 system, a holding tank, or any other suitable disposal means as is known in the art.

The trap drainage pipe 52 may include perforations along a portion of its length

and be laid in the drainage medium 14, in which event the water will drain through

the perforations and into the drainage medium and away from the tank 4. Should

sediment entrained in the water blind the drainage medium proximal to a

285 perforation, then the water will flow to other perforations. Should the drainage

medium proximal to all of the perforations in the trap drainage pipe be blinded,

then the water will not flow through the trap drainage pipe and will rise in the

sediment trap until the water overtops the trap inside wall. The water then will

enter the annular space interior volume and will discharge through the opening in

290 the bottom of the annular space interior volume into the drainage medium 14.

Fig. 7 illustrates an additional apparatus for extending the life of the

underground storage tank drainage system and for preventing release into the

environment of a liquid, such as a petroleum product, that my leak or otherwise be

released from the tank sump 8. Annular space bottom 72 is sealed so that the

295 annular space interior volume 46 is water and liquid-tight. The water-tight

annular space interior volume 46 defines a second sediment trap 50. Water and

sediment that overtop trap interior wall 32 flow into the second sediment trap 50,

slowing the water and allowing sediment 40 t o settle out of the water and onto the

bottom 72 of the second sediment trap 50.

300 As shown by Fig. 7, the annular space interior volume 46 also is liquid-tight

and defines secondary containment 70 for the tank sump 8. If liquid, such as a



petroleum product, is released or spilled within the tank sump 8 and overtops

sump perimeter wall 10, the liquid will flow into the secondary containment 70

and be contained within the secondary containment 70.

305 An annular space drainage pipe 62 penetrates both the trap outside wall 30

and the trap inside wall 32. The first end 64 of the annular space drainage pipe 62

communicates with the annular space interior volume 46. The annular space

drainage pipe 62 has a bottom inside surface 66 at the first end 64. The bottom

inside surface 66 of the annular space drainage pipe is located at an elevation

3io above the elevation of the annular space bottom 72 and below an elevation of the

top of the sump perimeter wall 10 and the top of trap inside wall 32.

Water or liquid accumulating in the annular space interior volume 46 will

rise until the water or liquid reaches the elevation of the annular space drainage

pipe 62 bottom inside surface 66. The water or liquid will then enter the annular

315 space drainage pipe 62, which is sloped t o drain the water or liquid away from the

manway 24. The water is prevented from overtopping the sump perimeter wall 10

and entering the tank sump 8. Liquid is prevented from overtopping the trap

inside wall 32. The water and liquid from the annular space drainage pipe 62

preferably are discharged t o an oil-water separator through a pipe 62 having no

320 perforations 60. The oil-water separator is known in the art and stores and

separates the liquid and the water for proper disposal.

Fig. 8 is a horizontal cross section of the apparatus of Fig. 5 through the

tank sump 8 and sediment trap 28 where the trap outer wall 30 and the skirt side



wall 22 are unitary and formed as a single piece. Figure 8 illustrates the annular

325 nature of the sediment trap 28 and the annular space 42 in a circular embodiment.

List of claim elements

The following is a list of elements used in the claims and the corresponding

element number in the specification and drawings.

2. An underground storage tank system apparatus

330 4. an underground storage tank

6. a top side of the underground storage tank

8. a sump

10. a sump perimeter wall

12. a surface of a ground

335 14. a drainage medium

16. a manhole skirt

18. a skirt top side

20. a manhole opening;

22. a manhole skirt side wall

340 24. a manway

26. a manhole cover,

28. a sediment trap,



30. a trap outside wall,

32. a trap inside wall,

345 34. a trap bottom,

36. a trap open top,

38. a trap interior volume,

40. a sediment

42. an annular space

350 44. an annular space open top

46. an annular space interior volume,

48. an opening communicating between said annular space interior volume and

said drainage medium

50. a second sediment trap,

355 52. A trap drainage pipe,

54. a first end,

56. a bottom inside surface of said trap drainage pipe,

60. a perforated portion,

62. An annular space drainage pipe,

360 64. a first end,



66. a bottom inside surface of said annular space drainage pipe,

70. a secondary containment,

72. an annular space bottom,

74. a bottom portion of said manhole skirt outside wall,

365 76. a lower side of said sump perimeter wall.

In describing the above embodiments of the invention, specific terminology

is selected for the sake of clarity. However, the invention is not intended to be

limited to the specific terms so selected, and i t is t o be understood that each

specific term includes all technical equivalents that operate in a similar manner to

370 accomplish a similar purpose.



I Claim:

1. An underground storage tank system apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

a. an underground storage tank for containing a liquid, said underground

storage tank having a top side;

b. a sump attached to said top side of said underground storage tank,

said sump having a sump perimeter wall, said sump being located below a surface

of a ground;

c. a drainage medium located outside of said sump and proximal to said

underground storage tank;

d. a manhole skirt, said manhole skirt having a skirt top side, said skirt

top side defining a manhole opening;

e. a manhole skirt side wall depending from said manhole skirt top side,

said manhole skirt side wall defining a manway communicating between said

manhole opening and said sump;

e. a manhole cover, said manhole cover being configured to selectably

engage said skirt top side and t o selectably cover said manway;

d. a sediment trap, said sediment trap defining a trap outside wall, a

trap inside wall, a trap bottom, and a trap open top wherein said trap outside

wall, said trap bottom and said trap inside wall together define a trap interior

volume, said trap interior volume being water-tight, said trap interior volume

being located within said manway, said trap interior volume being in fluid

communication with said manhole opening through said trap open top, said trap



outside wall being located proximal t o said manhole skirt side wall, said trap inside

wall and said sump perimeter wall being in an spaced-apart relation;

whereby a water entering said manhole opening through said skirt top side

enters said trap interior volume through said trap open top and a sediment

entrained in said water settles from said water and is deposited on said trap

bottom.

2. The underground tank system apparatus of Claim 1 wherein said trap inside

wall and said sump perimeter wall together define an annular space having an

annular space open top and an annular space interior volume, whereby when said

water entering said trap interior volume accumulates and overtops said trap

interior wall, said water enters said annular space through said annular space open

top.

3. The underground tank system apparatus of Claim 2 wherein said sump

perimeter wall and said trap inside wall in combination define an opening, said

annular space interior volume and said drainage medium being in fluid

communication through said opening, whereby when said water in said sediment

trap overtops said trap interior wall and enters said annular space interior volume,

said water passes through said opening and enters said drainage medium.

4. The underground tank system apparatus of Claim 2 wherein said annular

space interior volume is water tight and said annular space interior volume defines

a second sediment trap, whereby said sediment entrained in said water

overtopping said trap interior wall is retained within said second sediment trap.



5. The underground tank system apparatus of Claim 2, the apparatus further

comprising: A trap drainage pipe, said trap drainage pipe having a first end, said

first end of said trap drainage pipe being in fluid communication with said trap

interior volume, said trap drainage pipe first end defining a bottom inside surface

of said trap drainage pipe, said bottom inside surface being at an elevation greater

than said trap bottom, said elevation of said bottom inside surface of said trap

drainage pipe being less than said elevation of said trap inside wall, whereby water

accumulating in said trap interior volume will overtop said bottom inside surface of

said trap drainage pipe and enter said trap drainage pipe prior t o overtopping said

trap inside wall.

6. The underground tank storage system apparatus of claim 5 wherein said trap

drainage pipe has a perforated portion, said perforated portion being in fluid

communication with said drainage medium.

7. The underground tank storage system apparatus of claim 4, the apparatus

further comprising:

an annular space drainage pipe, said annular space drainage pipe having a first

end, said first end of said annular space drainage pipe being in fluid

communication with said annular space interior volume, said annular space

drainage pipe first end defining a bottom inside surface of said annular space

drainage pipe, said bottom inside surface being at an elevation greater than a

bottom of said annular space, said elevation of said bottom inside surface of said

annular space drainage pipe being less than said elevation of said sump perimeter

wall, whereby water accumulating in said annular space interior volume will



overtop said bottom surface of said annular space drainage pipe and enter said

annular space drainage pipe prior t o overtopping said sump perimeter wall.

8. The underground storage tank apparatus of claim 7 wherein said annular

space interior volume is liquid tight, said bottom surface of said annular space

drainage pipe being at said elevation that is less than said elevation of said trap

inside wall, said annular space drainage pipe being unperforated, said annular

space interior volume being in fluid communication with an oil-water separator

through said annular space drainage pipe, whereby said annular space interior

volume defines a secondary containment for a release of said liquid from said tank

sump.

9. The underground storage tank apparatus of claim 1 wherein said sediment

trap outside wall is defined by said manhole skirt side wall, whereby said sediment

trap is integral t o said manhole skirt side wall.

10. The underground storage tank apparatus of claim 1 wherein a bottom

portion of said manhole skirt side wall is disposed within trap interior volume,

whereby said sediment trap is not integral with said manhole skirt side wall.

11. The underground storage tank apparatus of claim 1 wherein said trap and

said sump are generally circular in horizontal cross section, said trap interior

volume and said annular space interior volume being annularly located within said

manway.

12. A method for providing an underground storage tank system, the method

comprising the steps of:



a. installing an underground storage tank for containing a liquid, said

underground storage tank being buried below a surface of a ground, said

underground storage tank having a tank sump defined by a sump perimeter wall, a

lower side of said sump perimeter wall being in water and liquid-tight engagement

with a top side of said underground storage tank;

b. installing an annular sediment trap during installation of said

underground storage tank, said annular sediment trap having a trap open top and

defining a water-tight trap interior volume, said water-tight trap interior volume

being defined by a trap inside wall, a trap outer wall and a trap bottom, said

annular sediment trap being installed within a manway, said manway

communicating between said surface of said ground and said tank sump, said

annular sediment trap being annularly arrayed about said sump perimeter wall,

said sump perimeter wall and said sediment trap being in an annular spaced-apart

relation, said sump perimeter wall and said trap inside wall defining an annular

space therinbetween, whereby water entering said manway may enter said

sediment trap interior volume through said trap open top and a sediment entrained

in said water may settle out onto said trap bottom and water overtopping said trap

inside wall will discharge into said annular space.

13. The method of Claim 12 wherein said annular space defining an annular

space bottom, said annular space bottom being in fluid communication with a

drainage medium, said drainage medium being disposed in proximity to said

underground storage tank outside of said sump, whereby water overtopping said

trap inside wall will enter said annular space and be discharge from said annular

space bottom through said drainage medium.



14. The method of claim 13, the method further comprising: providing a trap

drainage pipe having a first end and a first end bottom surface, said first end of

said trap drainage pipe being in fluid communication with said trap interior

volume, an elevation of said first end bottom surface of said trap drainage pipe

being less than said elevation of said trap inside wall and greater than said

elevation of said trap bottom, whereby water accumulating in said trap interior

volume will drain through said drainage pipe and will not overtop said trap inside

wall.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein said drainage pipe is perforated and is

located within said drainage medium.

16. The method of claim 12 wherein said annular space defines an annular space

bottom, said annular space bottom, said sump perimeter wall and said trap inside

wall in combination defining a water-tight annular space interior volume, whereby

water overtopping said sediment trap inner wall is collected in said second

sediment trap and said sediment entrained in said water is collected on said

annular space bottom.

17. The method of claim 16, the method further comprising: providing an

annular space drainage pipe having a first end and a first end bottom surface, said

first end of said annular space drainage pipe being in fluid communication with

said annular space interior volume, an elevation of said first end bottom surface of

said annular space drainage pipe being less than said elevation of said sump

perimeter wall, less than said elevation of said trap inside wall and greater than

said elevation of said annular space bottom, whereby water accumulating in said



annular space interior volume will drain through said annular space drainage pipe

and will not overtop said sump perimeter wall.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein said drainage pipe is perforated and is

located within said drainage medium.

19. The method of claim 17 wherein said drainage pipe is unperforated and

drains to an oil-water separator, whereby said annular space interior volume

defines a secondary containment for a spill of said liquid within said tank sump.
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